LOOK AT THE WORDS IN THE LIST BELOW AND WRITE THEM UNDER THE CORRECT PICTURES

1) get up
2) wash face
3) brush teeth
4) get shaved
5) have a shower
6) get dressed
7) prepare breakfast
8) have breakfast
9) leave home
10) walk to school
11) get on the bus
12) have lessons
13) read books
14) draw pictures
15) play games
16) do exercises
17) have lunch
18) surf the net
19) do homework
20) listen to music
21) ride a bicycle
22) drive a car
23) drink fruit juice
24) watch TV
25) sleep
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LOOK AT THE WORDS IN THE LIST BELOW AND WRITE THEM UNDER THE CORRECT PICTURES

- get up
- wash face
- brush teeth
- get shaved
- have a shower
- get dressed
- prepare breakfast
- have breakfast
- leave home
- walk to school
- get on the bus
- have lessons
- read books
- draw pictures
- play games
- do exercises
- have lunch
- surf the net
- do homework
- listen to music
- ride a bicycle
- drive a car
- drink fruit juice
- watch TV
- sleep

1) have breakfast
2) have lessons
3) play games
4) do homework
5) sleep
6) have a shower
7) drive a car
8) ride a bicycle
9) have lunch
10) read books
11) get on the bus
12) wash face
13) watch TV
14) leave home
15) brush teeth
16) listen to music
17) walk to school
18) get up
19) drink fruit juice
20) draw pictures
21) get dresses
22) surf the net
23) get shaved
24) prepare breakfast
25) do exercises
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